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Christina Xydous

queer. at concordia.

Homophobia
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(cut and pasted from chumbawamba ep album sleeve of same name)

w h e r e a r e w e . s o m e d a y s t h e h a l l s i n c o n c o r d i a a r e d e a d fo r m e .
t h e r e i s a g e n e r a l p r o g r e s s iv e f e e l a t c o n c o r d i a . b u t
something is missing. a big. big something. mmm.
i lo ok . i l i s t e n . t he r e a r e dyke s i n my w i my n s s t ud ie s c l a s s . i
know there are dykes in my history class. i know there are
d y k e s s t a n d i n g i n l i n e fo r t h e c r a p p y s h u t t l e . d y k e s i n t h e
c a f e t e r i a . a t t h e p o t a t o . d y k e s i n t h e l ib r a r y. y i k e s . b u t n o
r a d i c a l s e x u a l p o l it i c a l f e e l o n c a m p u s . w e i r d . m m m .
s o . o k . i a m l o u d a b o u t m y s e x u a l p o l it i c . b u t i ’ v e b e e n h e r e
fo r t w o y e a r s a n d i a m s t i l l f e e l i n g t o t a l l y s u r r o u n d e d b y
s t r a i g h t k i d s . g r e a t k i d s . b u t i n e e d t h e q u e e r fo l k . b e fo r e i
g o m a d . d o n ’ t w a n n a h e a r a n o t h e r s t r a i g h t s t o r y. d o n ’ t w a n n a
s e e a no t h e r s t r a i g ht c o uple . a h h . w el l .
p o s s i b l y. p a r t i a l l y m y f a u lt . g o t i n v o lv e d i n t h e a c t iv i s t
s c e n e r i g h t a w a y. a l l s t r a i g h t . f e lt t h a t . f i g u r e d i ’ d w o r k o n
t h a t . t h e u n c o n s c i o u s l a c k o f l o u d s e x u a l p o l it i c s . t h e
t a l k i n g . c r it i c i z i n g . d i s c u s s i n g . w o r k i n g it a l l o u t . a w a y
f r o m t h at b e aut i f u l le f t i s t s e p a r at io n of p e r s o n a l s l a s h
s e x u a l f r o m t h e o r e t i c a l / p o l it i c a l / e c o n o m i c / a c a d e m i c /
r e a l i s t i c / p r a c t i c a l / n e c e s s a r y / i m p o r t a nt / w h a t s r e a l l y
f u c k e d u p . it s t h a t " n e v e r m i n d w h a t w e d o a f t e r a c t iv i s t h o u r s
– yo u d o yo u r t h i n g a nd i ’ l l d o m i ne . " a s lo n g a s w e k ick
c o r p o r a t e a s s i n s e a t t l e . w a s h i n g t o n . m o nt r e a l . q u e b e c . k i n d a
like a don’t ask don’t. mmm. well.
g o tt a d o s o m et h i n g . g o tt a . w h at . q u e e r s c o m e o ut c o m e o ut .
others wanna see ya. wanna
h e a r yo u t a l k ab o ut t h at
h e t e r o s e x i s t s h it t h e y ’ r e
s p it t i n g a t y o u i n c l a s s .
wa n n a h e a r ab o ut t h at
ho m o phobic
p r ick
y e s t e r d a y.
b o ut
fun.
c h a l l e n g e . a n g e r. l o v e .
your
p a r e nt s .
your
l a nd lor d . t he c o p s . t h at
cool
hang
o ut .
t h at
aw e s o m e b o ok . t h at g r e at
c o l l e c t iv e . w a n n a s h a r e
ide a s
b o ut
organizing.
b o ut
actions.
b o ut
f i g ht i n g .

marina.
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"I don’t mind queers as long as they keep it to themselves and don’t try
anything on me." How many times have you heard that? Bigots always believe
they’re irresistible. Homophobes guard their arses and genitals as if there were a
queue to get at them. The answer to the ludicrous assertion that "perverts" are trying
to secretly slip into their underwear has to be… only in your dreams, only in your
dreams.
Arrogant to the core, homophobes – people scared of others choosing a gay
relationship – behave as if it’s up to us gays/lesbians/trannies/sluts to prove that we’re
harmless. They queer-bash and bait with words, legislation and physical violence,
and in the next breath talk about setting a good moral example. Homophobia is
looked upon as a gay and lesbian problem rather than the homophobe’s. We’re living
in the dark ages; fear, ignorance and prejudice is more acceptable than sexual
diversity. Songs about killing gay men still sell whilst two people of the same sex
kissing is deemed too offensive for the big screen. And we’re supposed to be grateful
that "straight" society is willing to "tolerate" our sexuality… just as long as we don’t
display it publicly. Holding hands in a pub can mean ending up a casualty.
Homophobia tries to bully and pressure us into concealing our preferences. Hiding
sexuality is just another way of apologizing for it. Anybody who’s ever enjoyed sex
that isn’t strictly missionary knows that the over-riding sensation isn’t regret. Deviant
sexuality isn’t "harmless". It’s liberating and dangerous to the status quo; when girls
are no longer good and the boys stop playing daddy – childless or otherwise – the
family stereotype breaks up. We stop following the straight and narrow and start
making our lives up as we go along. It’s not cock-sucking, anal sex, dildos, titsagainst-tits or a woman sexually dominating a man that threatens society. It’s the fact
that we’ve started to play instead of playing by the rules.
Queer culture looks fun and that sticks in the homophobe’s gullet. They want to
pretend that we’re sad, sick little bastards with no lives – anything other would throw
2000 years of tradition into question. Homophobes swear by tradition. Upfront queer
pride makes a mockery of the paralyzing guilt that stops us from exploring and
expressing sexuality. Drag sexual politics onto the streets, and the streets are all the
brighter and safer for it.
Celebrating love, lust and choice is confrontational. There are those, even in the gay
community, who say that exhibitionism reinforces "straight" prejudice. Well, "straight"
implies a restricted state of mind and says nothing about how and what we desire –
and what will be taken as offensive. Disappearing between the cracks in the
pavement only leads to sexuality being trampled on. When we’re not around to prove
them wrong, homophobes can dishonestly claim that there are only two types of
sexuality: right and wrong. In the real world, desire and excitement are more
complicated. Whether we’re gay, lesbian, bisexual, heterosexual, most of us have our
own personal deviations and kinks. The spectrum of sexuality is as wide as the
Atlantic Ocean… when you swim against the moral tide, someone’s going to label you
a little bit queer. Admitting that that’s the way you like it might lead to better sex and
less homophobia – and a little less fear, ignorance and mindless thuggery (either with
words or boots) would do us all a favour…
Chumbawamba was pushing out great political and musical works long before "Tubthumping."
They are blunt and forceful in their revolutionary politics and their support for Queer liberation.
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K-W-E-A-R
Melina Bondy
i love the word queer. it's fun to say. KW-E-A-R. just pronouncing it makes me
smile. a wise friend once told me that
ambiguity is next to godliness. how could
I disagree? it's an ambiguous world and
queer is an ambiguous word! i love the
word queer because i lonely know being
a freak. as much a every label is a box,
queer
is
a
label
that
I
lovelovelovelovelovelove. in a society
where everything is labeled and sex and
gender have rules, some of us become
defined by breaking those rules and are
left queer. the straight/gay model, which
is wider than the straight/straight model,
is still narrow. sex-sexuality-gender is
about so much more than the clothing
and genitals. who i fuck has nothing to
do with the fact that i don't feel
comfortable in a straight bar. when i fell
in love with a straight man and i thought i
didn't know how to still be queer, it was a
reflection of my socialization and not a
phase. i can't separate "queer" from
"pride" because for me to identify as
queer, not as bisexual or dyke, has been
a conscious act of celebrating the soft
sweet sticky messy painful dangerous
terrifying thrilling blow-your-mind-away
reality of us people who fall outside of the
heterosexual mainstream of western
society. it's hard to define just what
constitutes a queer. non-queers often
don't understand what the word means,
but i’ve found that it can lead to more
discussions and questions. the word
fights the apathy of assumptions. to be
queer is to question, not necessarily to
answer. to question and redefine and
redefine and redefine… but it's more than
that. i am queer because i know there is
nothing normal about not being let
through borders because the customs
officer doesn't think that the m or f
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checked off on a passport could possibly
refer to the person holding the passport.
it's not normal to be harassed trying to
use a public bathroom no matter what
someone wears. there is no excuse for
not being allowed into the emergency
room with my partner because of either of
our assumed genders.
my queer
consciousness is about recognizing that
outside of the closet, there are mobs and
daggers and guns waiting, and coming
out anyways. it’s about solidarity with
those who suffer an invisibility that i know
nothing about, the history of police raids
and holocausts and burnings.
it’s
knowing that the queer teen suicide rates
are only matched by native teen suicide
rates. it’s about a commitment to antioppression all the time because there are
so many more ways people suffer and we
are stronger together than divided. when
i am harassed and disrespected over my
"sexual preferences" i am driven further. i
start to live queer - the mentality, the
politics, the attitudes, the sexual and notso-sexual attractions, desires, styles and
culture.
i don't hide.
i cannot
intellectually, emotionally or spiritually
understand how someone's genitalia or
perceived gender could get in the way of
lusting over a sexy person. i have never
understood what it's like to love and lust
after only one person at a time, how
"commitment" leading to marriage can be
considered the only result of a
"successful'" relationship, and i am too
smart to let dated concepts get in the way
of my life. tolerance is a pathetic
substitute for respect and i am ferociously
stubborn. i love the smell-touch-tastesound-sight of my lover and we will fuck
in bathrooms if we want to and we will
genderfuck until it's irrelevant and i wish
that screaming and crying and beating
people up could make up for the fact that
most of my friends’ first sexual

experiences were not good experiences
and i'm tired of holding in my rage and
tears and vomit when i hear oppressive
lyrics fill the grocery store and elevators
and i don't want to have to worry about
my friends losing custody because of
homophobic judges and i hate that my
lover feels threatened by dyke culture
and i don’t want anyone else to leave
home with bruises and broken bones
because of a diary left out and casual sex
has been one of the most empowering
experiences of my life and falling
overwhelmingly in love has scared the
shit out of me but i haven’t run away and
when i wear short skirts with high heels i
feel like a drag queen and when i wear
combat boots and cut-off army pants
flashing my unshaven pits i don't
understand why the old men on the street
whistle at me and i’ve always "felt
different" but only recently found words

and community to share it and i S
e
actually believe that ex's can be p.
friends and i refuse to ignore that there
are cultures and communities who
honour their members that don't fit into a
heterosexual template and because i
love my cunt i am queer. it's such a
fabulous little word.

photo Sarit Y. Michaeli

HinTS fOR hetERoseXUaLs
1. Do not assume that because you are
part of the majority that I long to be like
you. Or that I want or need your
acceptance to validate my self worth and
to reaffirm to myself that I am 'okay'.
2.

Do not assume that because you are
'liberal' or, are 'for gay rights' that you are
not part of the problem. Unless you are
aware of your privileges and are fighting
to change sexual stereotyping, the
dynamics of the traditional male-female
gender roles, then you are not my ally.

3. Do not expect me to overlook even
the slightest homophobic gesture without
calling you on it. Although it may not be
pleasant to have to own up to your
instilled homophobia, it is not pleasant
for me to continually battle ignorance.
4. Do not expect me to refrain from
talking about being queer because it

makes you nervous. I have been
bombarded with heterosexual imagery,
love songs, moral values, and gender
roles for as long as I can recall. How
many variations of one theme can you
tolerate?

5. Do not assume that I am going to act
according to my predefined genderole.
Do not assume that I won’t.
6. Always assume that I will act the
fuckin' way I choose without the fear that
I am not acting in accordance to my
predefined gender role.
7. Do not expect me to feel comfortable
or pleased to be in a room filled with
heterosexuals. I am repulsed by your
sexism, culture, and your masculinefeminine caricatures.
8.

Do not flaunt your heterosexual
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privileges in front of me. I feel no joy
when you tell me about your weddings,
adoptions, or spousal benefits. I feel
nothing but contempt when I see you
publicly flaunting your privileged lives by
holding hands, kissing, and fondling one
another.

9. Do not feel as though you need to
prove you are not homophobic by being
overly kind and attentive. No one likes to
be patronized and it only accomplishes
me feeling an intense dislike for you.
10.

Do not act as though queer
liberation doesn't concern you. Any
heterosexual that still adheres to their
predefined gender role is still reinforcing
sexism, male domination and the
oppression of gays, lesbians, and
transgendered people.

11.

Do not expect me to respect your
religious or moral values if they are
taught with the determination to view
queers as inhuman, degenerates,
deviants, or sinful. Any dogma that
resorts to anti-queer practices, I not only
have no respect for, but will
wholeheartedly try to destroy.

12. Do not expect me to support any
heterosexual institution that promotes
anti-queer thought or practices or
benefits from anti-queer thought or
practices or the suffering of queers. I
wouldn't piss on these institutions if they
were engulfed in flames.

Se
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13.

Do not feel the need to let me know
that you are straight by quickly bringing
up your opposite sex partner. I couldn't
care less.

14.

Do not expect me not to be
moderately amused if I notice that I
make you nervous. Although your
homophobia is sickening, your feeble
attempts to keep your composure are
often times amusing. Your uneasiness
pegs you for what you are.

15.

Do not assume that because I am
queer I know a queer acquaintance of
yours.

16. Do not assume that I want to know
your queer acquaintance.
17. Do not treat me as an exotic novelty.
I am not your evening's entertainment,
I will not naively play the part of your
'unique' friend for the benefit of your
hetero friends.

18.

Do not assume that I want to gain
acceptance into your straight all boys
club.
I have my own circle of friends and have
absolutely no interest in the likes of
hetero male bonding and all of its
emotionally stunted trappings.

19.

Do not assume that if you threaten
me with violence that I won't defend
myself. I WILL BASH BACK!

I hate hearing “You just can`t make up your mind.” I make a decision each time
I have sex. I choose to listen to the purr in my cunt that says “Gimme.”

psi wrote a poem this morning at 530am, it goes like this i gotta a dick that makes
jane bounce, inch by inch and ounce for ounce, i gotta a dick that makes jane
bounce when i have 38 minutes to make her pounce. it’s not penis envy cos i got
a better cock than i ever got when i was 16 17 18 19 20 21 last one was the best
cos it was a brown boy queer like me, he liked dick way more
than me. I gotta dick that’s brown smooth and hard, did i forget
to mention that i ain't got no balls those stinky, wrinkly teabag
sacks. Mine is custom made for girls, no messy jizz like
macdicks special sauce, no balls, and never a shrimpy
limp you hurt my ego, i feel insecure, never been
penetrated can't get hard leave a wet spot on your side
of the bed don't know how to work it, stroke it, what clit?
need some viagra tonight honey kinda shit.
i like chicks with dicks and femmes who pack, and girls
who like you to hit it from tha back. but it took some
searching to find my dick. in sex shops where
white is right and no one goes down on brown,
and x-cuse me but that black baseball bat is like
totally unrealistic. when i asked them to show
me what they had in sri lankan, ok indian ok
fine south asian east indian cock, "sorry
lady, out of stock". well i ain't strappin' on
no caucasian fleshtone to make you
moan, so on and on until at last my luck
a cinnamon brown dick for you to suck.
yeah my first name might be hard to
pronounce but i gotta a dick that
makes jane bounce.
Gitangeli Lena

It is the queer in me that empowers - that lets me see those lines and burn to
cross them; that lets me question the lies we were all told about who women
are, who men are, how we may properly interact... what nice girls do and don`t
do. The queer in all of us clamours for pleasure and change, will not be tamed
or regulated, wants a say in the creation of a new reality.

(both quotes) Carol Queen, The Queer In Me
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DECLARATION.

fire.

WHY shouldn’t we OUT them
those LYING bastards in their posh
MANSIONS,
living their SECRET lies,
attending their galas and pretentious,
SHALLOW parties,
while we in the TRENCHES are
putting our LIVES on the line,
while queer CHILDREN are DYING
because no one will SHOW them any
other way?

under the fingernail
digging into
under
unseen
felt like the itch
before the orgasm.

kneeling at the church pew
bread under your tongue
asked jesus if it was okay,
plant your hand on the oak just
an inch from your classmate’s thigh.
lit a candle for a dollar,
reading into the flame,
recognizing the fit.

We are not SILENT.
We are not BLIND.
We are ENRAGED.
We are PISSED.
We are SICK and TIRED of being
STEPPED ON, BEAT ON, and KILLED
while others silently grow fat off our
LABOURS,
and while we are BETRAYED and
DISOWNED
by those who once USED US for their
own GAIN.

this girl, they tell the priest between
the wooden doors and the holy water,
is gonna be a handful.
marina.

WE have CONFRONTED the CLOSET,
and have seen its EVIL.
We are the STRONG who not only broke
FREE,
but are SMASHING DOWN the walls
created of LIES and REPRESSION.
WE are the ones who have OPENED our
EYES
and seen the IGNORANCE and FEAR
in our own "community".
And we REFUSE to CLOSE our eyes
to this HYPOCRISY.
WE REFUSE to INDULGE
ourselves in the
FASHION and GLAMOUR
in the media that
PERPETUATE the great PHALLACY
that privacy is the most important
thing,
while our young SELL themselves on
the streets
to the RICH closeted
because their HOMES have
BETRAYED and REJECTED them.
THIS is NOT RHETORIC.
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AS long as we feel PAIN,
and our CHILDREN are CONSUMED by
PAIN,
we will INFLICT that SAME pain
on those who PROTECT it.
THIS is not a FASHION statement.
Fashion is another means to CONTROL
the MASSES
and keep them BLIND to the TRUTH.
THIS is our LIVES,
lives we have FORGED through
everything
the WORLD has PITTED AGAINST us.
WE are PROUD
of who we are and what we have
ACCOMPLISHED.
WE ARE QUEER.
WE have been THROWN into the FIRE,
and WE WILL USE THAT FIRE
TO SET THE WORLD AFLAME.
(manifesto taken from QUEER NASTY zine:
www.tripnet.com/q-nasty/best-of/dclrtn.html)

FESTIVAL IMAGE & NATION
September 20 - September 30
image&nation is the largest and fastest
growing festival of its kind in Canada.
Montréal's International lesbian and gay film
and video Festival brings together the best
queer media works from around the globe for
11 days of exciting and moving queer images.
image&nation also produces "make the
pleasure last," a series of monthly screenings
of new works and old favourites. With an
impressive selection of local and international
titles, the Festival stands as a premiere event
for showcasing gay, lesbian, bisexual and
transgendered films and videos.
Held each year in the fall, the image&nation
festival is and continues to be a remarkable
and vibrant event, and we invite you to join
us. (http://www.image-nation.org/)
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The strange career of gay liberation:
from social liberation to respectability
Gary Kinsman

police despite the continuing police raids
against gay and lesbian establishments
The 2001 Pride celebrations and events, including against the Pussy
have just been held in a number of cities Place in Toronto. These liaison
across Canada. Looking at the level of committees get members of the queer
commercialization
and
corporate communities involved in policing the
sponsorship of the Pride parade in sexual activities of others within and
Toronto, with the attendance of Mayor outside our communities. As long as
Mel Lastman right after his racist remarks queer sex remains criminalized we
against Africans, it is very hard to cannot liaise with the police with the
remember that the contemporary gay and illusion that better communication will
lesbian liberation movements emerged resolve the problems we face. In Toronto
out of a queer riot against police it was the gay men's business and
repression. In June 1969 drag queens professional group, the Fraternity, which
and dykes at the Stonewall riot fought took
the
first
steps
towards
back against a police raid leading to the accommodation and liaison with Police
emergence of the contemporary gay and Chief Fantino despite his previous racist
lesbian liberation movements. In the and heterosexist actions.
early days of gay liberation
In a number of centres
people
challenged “In the early days of sections of the white gay
heterosexual hegemony, gay liberation peo- community have been
sexism and other forms of
involved
in
various
oppression. Attempts were ple challenged het- campaigns against sex
made to build alliances erosexual hegemo- trade workers working in
between all oppressed ny,
where
sexism and neighborhoods
groups. This was a leftgays also live and in
forms
of initiatives against the
wing and radical (as in other
getting to the root of the oppression.”
agencies and services for
problem) movement.
people living in poverty
Contrast this with the official gay (including queer people living in poverty).
movement in 2001 in the Canadian state. In their striving for social respectability
It seems like the end goal of the and responsibility some white middle
movement for many is to win the right to class gay men have ruptured relations of
marry just like heterosexuals can. It is solidarity with the poor and with sex trade
almost as if when we win the right to workers. And the image of "gay" and
marry that we will have achieved often of "queer" that they have produced
everything we ever wanted. Forgotten in is overwhelmingly white and middle
this quest for social respectability is the class. For many gay now seems coded
feminist and earlier gay liberationist as being white and middle class. It is no
critique of the institution of marriage. wonder that many young radical queer
Building alliances with other oppressed activists involved in anti-racist, antiand marginalized people is no longer a poverty or global justice movements will
priority as most of the mainstream of the not touch the mainstream gay movement
gay movement has not been involved in which they rightly perceive as being
activism against the right-wing Harris implicated in the maintenance of
regime in Ontario. Rather than organizing capitalist and oppressive relations in
against police repression in Toronto and society.
a number of other cities liaison
How did this transformation
committees are being formed with the from an early radical movement to a
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movement for social responsibility come
to pass? First the gay liberation
movement was in some ways defined by
those who initiated it. This was largely
white men, and pretty soon the men of
colour and working class men who were
involved were largely pushed aside.
Lesbians were involved in common
organizations with gay men as well as
distinct lesbian groups and the feminist
movement. Despite an initial commitment
to work from a feminist perspective soon
sexism towards lesbians and women
more generally re-emerged in gay
organizing and community formation.
At the same time major
progress was made and important
alliances with the union movement, the
feminist
movement
and
other
communities were formed. This was
especially focussed on winning basic
human rights protection for gay men,
lesbians and bisexuals. When the
Canadian state introduced the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms and its section on
equality rights in the 1980s this created a
more favourable terrain of struggle for
pushing for our individual human rights
but not always for meeting our social or
substantive needs. One of the problems
with a rights focus is this tendency to
focus on individual and not collective
rights and to not challenge the prevailing
forms of social and political power
through simply arguing for the extension
of "rights” in the existing set-up to a group
like lesbians and gay men. Section 15 of
the Charter (the equality rights section)
created a new context in which it was
often lawyers and their clients in the
context of constitutional court challenges
who defined the politics of the gay and
lesbian movements. After we won basic
human rights we moved in the direction of
trying to win our spousal and family
recognition rights. While these were
important terrain to fight on we tended to
argue simply for our integration into
existing spousal and familial forms rather
than putting in question social definitions
of spouse or family. The potential to build
a transformative alliance between
feminists, queer activists, anti-poverty
activists and others was lost when we did
not talk about the need to address
poverty and the redistribution of wealth

and resources to those who most S
needed them and instead just ep
.
focussed on the rights and benefits
we should have because of whom we
had a relationship with and what type of
spousal benefit plan at work they had. In
simply pushing for integration into
existing policies and programs we broke
the connections that could have been
made which would have linked the gay
and lesbian struggle to trying to reduce
poverty and move towards more social
equality and social justice.
Even though it has often been
left-wing radicals and working class bar
and street people who have led the
surges into the streets that has pushed
forward gay and lesbian struggles it is
ironically a stratum of white middle class

gay professionals, managers, and
business people that has gained the most
and who have risen to the top of gay
community formation. This layer because
of its training, credentials, and occupation
can speak the same language as those
who rule in our society and can come to
mediate between ruling agencies and the
gay community. They come to construct
themselves as the respectable and
responsible spokespeople for the queer
communities. The coming out of more
people and the expansion of the gay
ghettoes has also expanded the power
basis of this layer within queer
community formation. While they are
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willing to fight for certain kinds of lesbian
and gay rights including spousal and
marriage rights they are unwilling to really
challenge capitalist, patriarchal or racist
social relations.
It is in this context that gay and
queer have tended to be coded as white,
middle class and most often as male.
This social layer wishes to only address
queer concerns if they can be detached
from capitalist, sexist and racist relations
and from those who establish these
connections directly -- working class and
poor queers, lesbians, and queers of
colour and two-spirited people. This
social layer shares with the broader white
middle class it is part of an investment in
and commitment to capitalist social
relations. This is why the layer of the
population that gets portrayed by this
strata as being gay or queer is also white,
middle class and most often male. They
do this by violently abstracting relations
of class, gender and race away from
definitions of 'queer' to produce a false
universal image of the queer as white,
middle class and mostly male. This false
universal image of queer is then used to
argue that class, race and sometimes
gender relations have nothing to do with
being "queer."
But queer is always lived in
intersection with and is constructed
through relations of class, gender, race,
age, ability, health, and other social
relations. If we can recapture this in our
analysis we can see how and why the
needs and concerns of queer street kids
dealing with poverty and police
repression on a daily basis, or the needs
of black lesbians fleeing repression in
their home country and trying to get
refugee status here in Canada must be
central to any radical queer politics. The
solution is to break free of the violence of
abstraction and the construction of false
universals by seeing that queerness
always has a mediated and mutually
constructed character. This provides us
with a possible way of moving beyond the
hegemony of white, middle class politics
in mainstream gay organizing. Another is
to recognize that class struggles are
fought not only in society as a whole but
also within queer community formation. If
there was a conflict between the middle
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class leadership of mainstream gay
organizations and the Ontario Coalition
Against Poverty (OCAP) let us say,
radical queers will have to take the side
of OCAP even if heterosexism has to be
fought there as well.
If we are not satisfied with the
right to marry being the endpoint of our
liberation struggle -- and I am certainly
not satisfied with this -- we need to return
to some of the radical roots of queer
liberation politics. We need to return to
building coalitions with other oppressed
and marginalized groups and we need to
return to building a grass roots movement
that engages in a series of tactics
including direct action, like the AIDS
activist movement did. In making clear
that queer has also to be about working
class, feminist, anti-racist, anti-poverty,
and other forms of activism we also open
up the possibility that queers can play an
important part in remaking a powerful
anti-capitalist movement and in defining a
queer-positive transformed socialist
future. Queer "liberation" can only be
achieved in the most restricted and
narrow fashion within capitalism through
abandoning the needs of working class
and poor queers, most lesbians and
queers of colour. If we refuse to abandon
these groups as I do we have to recommit ourselves to building a radical
queer movement that is part of
challenging and transforming all forms of
oppression and exploitation.

Se
p.

Note: My analysis of the violence of
abstraction and the construction of false
universals, as well as my analysis of mediation
as a solution is drawn from the work of Himani
Bannerji, especially her Thinking Through
(Toronto: Women's Press, 1995).
Gary Kinsman is a longtime gay liberation,
AIDS and socialist activist. He teaches
sociology at Laurentian University in Sudbury
and is the author The Regulation of Desire:
Homo and Hetero Sexualities and many book
chapters and articles on gender and sexual
politics. He is co-author with Patrizia Gentile of
the forthcoming The Canadian War on
'Queers': National Security as Sexual
Regulation. He is a member of Sudbury Global
Justice and the New Socialist Group.
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marina.

Se
p.

girl – 1

The differences between men
and women are seized upon,
encouraged, artificially exaggerated, and even lied about to create a distance and a tension that
give heterosexuals something to
struggle with, a strange territory
to explore, a mystery to apprentice themselves and celebrate.
A belief in sex differences and a
dependance on them for sexual
pleasure is the most common
perversion.

patch on black
tank top
wow
girl
you
are crawling into the hem
of my jeans
girl
you are smiling
orange candy
the inside of my thigh
girl

Pat Califia,
from Public Sex

untying your boots,
toss them
this way
breathing
wow.
photo Sarit Y. Michaeli
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SEPTEMBER
2001 CSU Fall Orientation!!!
The CSU is working hard to bring you a
great orientation that will be a blast, but
will also bring critical perspectives on
social issues that often get marginalized
within the university curriculum. Events
throughout September.
Speakers
Writers and activists will share their perspectives on crucial themes, including:
queer politics; imperialism; First Nations
resistance; Latin American struggles;
anti-poverty movements in Canada; the
globalization of capitalism; the privatization of education; the comodification of
life; union organizing; and more.
Art and Music
Some of the best Montreal artists.
Events during lunch hours, nightly con-

The Teach-in
October 5-7 2001 The CSU teach-in is a
weekend of reflection, debates, workshops and conferences on cotemporary
issues of social justice and student
activism. A great opportunity for
Concordia students to get informed (and
get active) about the fight for tommorrow.
All events are free for Concordia students,
donations may be solicited. Our orientation
is also open to all, invite your friends and
family!
More info: www.csu.tao.ca, or grab a copy of
the orientation program at the CSU (H-637).

Saturday

Sunday

1

2

Last day to apply for completion of
courses taken during the Summer
Session
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certs, BBQ’s, theatre, dance, comedy,
DJs...

1993 Mayor Jordan starts arrests
of San Francisco Food Not Bombs
Voluteers
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SEPTEMBER
Monday

3
Tuesday

4
Wednesday

Labour Day- University closed.

Labor Day

SEPTEMBER
Thursday

6

1901 President McKinley assasinated by anarchist
Czolgosz
1990 Oka Crisis– Two soldiers beat "Spudwrench" nearly
to death.

Classes begin- Day and Evening Regular Session.
Opt-out period for CSU Health Insurance Fee Begins.

Friday

1977 Crazy Horse assasinated

Saturday

Sunday

8

9

5

7

1965 United Farm Workers begins
grape boycott

Buy 1 Pita
Get 1
with this coupon
2125 GUY
931-1999 Coupon expires
December 30th, 2001
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931-1999
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SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER

Monday

Thursday

10

13

Tuesday

1812 Luddite Potato riot in England

11
Wednesday

12

Friday

1847 US army takes over Mexico City and forces
Mexico to sign over more than half the territory

Ito Noe Japanese anarchist and feminist murdered

14

Last Day to add two-term (/3) and fall-term
(/2) courses
1918 Eugene Debs sentenced to ten years for opposing the war

Saturday

Sunday

15

16

Last day for submission of late-completion
work for Summer Session 2001 courses
(application deadline September

1873 Ricardo Flores Magon born
– Mexican anarchist

Hispanic Heritage Month begins
The Sabra and Shatila Massacre
(15-18 Sep. 1982)
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SEPTEMBER
Monday

17
Tuesday

18

Last day to apply for supplemental examinations for
courses taken during the Summer Session 2001.
University writing test appointment cards available at
the Birks Student Service Centre.

Deadline (midnight) for withdrawal with
tuition refund from two-term (/3) and fall-term
(/2) courses (DNE).
Opt-out period for CSU Health Insurance Fee ends.

Rosh Hashanah begins.

SEPTEMBER
Thursday

20

1972 Richard Oaks (Mohawk) who started the Alcatraz
Island Occupation, murdered.

Friday

21

Wednesday

Saturday

Sunday

19

22

23
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Fall Equinox.

1973 "Grito de Lares" Puerto Rico
revolts against Spain.
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SEPTEMBER
Monday

24

1957 11 000 troops escort nine black students to
Central High in Little Rock Arkansas to integrate school

Thursday

Friday

25

28

26

1990 Oka crisis– after a 78-day siege the remaining
people in the treatment centre burn their weapons and
leave. Many are badly beaten by the Army; ceremonial
masks are stolen.

Yom Kippur.

27

Tuesday

Wednesday
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First day the free course on Critical Theories of the
State–6 pm rm H-771 to register contact:
outreach@csu.tao.ca.

SEPTEMBER

First Queeruption Festival draws hundreds of anarcoqueers to London.

Saturday

Sunday

29

30

2001 D.C kick-off for mobilization
against the world bank IMF meetings in Washighton.

1964 Columbian FARC Guerrilla
formed, still fighting.
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Queer Liberation Front Poster

In the queer universe, to be queer implies that not eveybody is
queer in the same way. It implies a willingness to articulate
their own queerness.

(Elisabeth Daumer)
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